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FULL POWER 
AHEAD INTO  
THE FUTURE.
For generations, VBW has stood for uncompromisingly 
good tools that have inspired users both in terms of hand-
ling and appearance. Thanks to exact design and ultra-
modern production methods, future-orientated everyday 
aids have been created for a wide range of industries. This 
objective is just as valid today as it was when the com-
pany was founded in 1828: tool design that thinks ahead.  
Core competencies – made in Germany.

From now on, we are expressing our passion for tools by 
applying a new design, which heralds an exciting future 
that holds numerous fascinating new developments. Get 
ready for your next set of tools.
This is not a revolution.
It is evolution.
Derived from experience – 
made for daily application.
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NO ACCIDENT.
Perfect tools don‘t just happen. They are the result of 
many years‘ experience, state-of-the-art production 
technology and high-grade materials. Since the compa-
ny was founded, we at VBW have passed on our valua-
ble know-how from generation to generation in order to 
enhance it further with the many opportunities offered by 
contemporary toolmaking techniques.

However, we do not have to go down this path alone, 
because our brand is part of the STAHLWILLE Group. 
That means you can rely on a passionate team that 
knows how to pool its skills and achieve optimum results 
at every step of the process. Perfect tools.
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436 Cutters for welded wire-mesh, 
long-reach cutters
See page 8

984LC Bolt-cutters
See page 9

110  90° pipe wrenches
See page 13

188  Our Classic slip-joint pliers
See page 13

FROM  
WUPPERTAL  
WITH LOVE:

If you buy a tool, you want to be able to rely on it for 
every use and over many years. This is our claim, as we 
have always manufactured excellent products which thrill 
users around the world and stand the test of time. Qua-
lity promises are everywhere these days – but our seal 
has represented extraordinary value and the greatest 
production precision around the world for generations. 

Used all too often, we take the under-
lying guidelines very seriously and pro-
mise that we produce our products ex-
clusively in Germany. We set out these 
guidelines with pride and respect – the 
tool in your hand will be a testament 
to that.

Steel wire mesh cutters. Bolt cutters. 
Water pump pliers. Pipe pliers. 
4 products, 4 key competences. 

If you want to show concentrated competence, you have 
to think about the future. Our hand-picked highlights in 
this brochure will be your fundamental guide to strong 
product ranges. In the high VBW quality that you‘re used 
to, with durable materials and ergonomic optimisation. 
This is because they are a symbol for the forward-thinking 
work that we do each day: here, we don‘t just promise 
great things, we achieve them on an ongoing basis.

COMPETENCE IS KEY

WHEREVER YOU SEE VBW, 
YOU KNOW THE PRODUCT 
IS ALSO MADE IN GERMANY.



Kompetenzsäulen
HAUPTBERUFLICH PROB-
LEMLÖSER
Baustahlmattenschneider. 
Bolzenschneider. Rohrzange. 
Wasserpumpenzange. 4 Pro-
dukte, 4 Problemlöser. 

Wer Probleme lösen möchte, 
muss sich mit der Zukunft 
beschäftigen. Unsere VBW 
„Exclusiv“ & „Highclass“ 
Werkzeuge schaffen einen rich-
tungsweisenden Grundstein 
für starke Produktpaletten. In 
gewohnt hoher VBW-Qualität, 
mit langlebigen Materialien 
und ergonomischer Opti-
mierung. Denn sie sind ein 
Sinnbild für unsere tägliche, 
zukunftsgewandte Arbeit: Hier 
wird Leistung nicht nur ver-
sprochen, sondern auch im 
Dauereinsatz gebracht. 
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MAKE IT 
EASY.

Build something big. Shape the future. Construction sites are focal 
points of creativity and manual labour of a professional standard, 
which makes them a point of contact for those who don‘t just talk ab-
out work, but actually put their skills to good use. Hard work needn‘t 
be hard – if you have the right tools. Easy to handle and yet impres-
sively powerful – that is the result of almost 200 years of experience. 
Discover our legendary bolt and wire-mesh cutters now and become 
part of the success story that has inspired generations.

Inchmm

434 Bolt-cutters, angled long-reach cutters
Particularly suited to cutting the 1st and 2nd layers, in corners 

and close to a wall

MAIN PRODUCT Bolt-cutters, red lacquered

434025 1000 40 230 11 9 8 5400

Inchmm

436 Cutters for welded wire-mesh, 
long-reach cutters
Provides easy grip on construction steel parts lying flat in hard-to-reach places

MAIN PRODUCT Cutters for welded wire-mesh, red lacquered

436010 1000 40 230 11 9 8 6 5400

EXCLUSIVE

436

434

EXCLUSIVE  Exclusively from VBW:

THE PROBLEM SOLVER
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Our unique LightCut® technology.
If you notice the tool weighs only half as much, what is 
it like to work with? Powerful and unstoppable, these 
cutters for bolts & welded wire-mesh slice through hard 
materials and are incredibly light to handle. Weighing 
in at just 2650 grams, our LightCUT® bolt cutters are 
an unbeatable lightweight, for instance. Thanks to high-
strength aluminium tubing and ergonomically optimised 
handles, you will experience the original VBW quality in 
its lightest form. Your back will appreciate your
decision to buy!

Inchmm

435LC LightCUT® cutters for welded 
wire-mesh
Provides easy grip on construction steel parts lying flat

MAIN PRODUCT LightCUT® cutters for welded wire-mesh, red, aluminium tubing

435010 1000 40 11 9 2x8 6 2924

980LC LightCUT® bolt-cutters
Suitable for hard materials up to 48 HRC

Inchmm

MAIN PRODUCT LightCUT® bolt-cutters, red lacquered, aluminium tubing

980050 800 32 10 8 7 2650

The whole
construction
industry here:

980LC435LC
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Binding, drilling and separating in a single 
work process: 100% precise!

Steel fixer‘s pincers or tower pincers are used 
mainly on rebars on construction sites for twis-
ting binding wire and cutting it cleanly and easily. 
Accurate working is guaranteed by the small, 
narrow head of VBW TopCUT steel fixer‘s pin-
cers and VBW MasterCUT heavy-duty steel fi-
xer‘s pincers.This means our pincers can be 
used on even very fine jobs, e.g. extracting nails, 
clamps and similar objects. 

ABSOLUTE 
PRECISION  

510 TopCUT steel fixer‘s pincers
Suitable for binding, twisting and cutting

MATERIAL  Black lacquered, polished head

510015 280 6 460
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512 MasterCUT heavy-duty steel fixer‘s pincers
Suitable for binding, twisting and cutting

245 PROFESSIONAL concrete and plaster hooks
Suitable for anchoring boards when plastering piles

MATERIAL Chromated, polished head

512020 300 6 475

245015 150 85 150 170

MATERIAL Stake and hook are forged/hardened, zinc plated, with movable hooks

MATERIAL Stake and hook are forged/hardened, zinc plated, with fixed hooks

245005 150 85 150 170

Original brand name: Bertool

It‘s the little things that become convenient 
aids on construction sites. Because you are 
the experts in your field: forged, hardened and 
galvanized, our plaster hooks are used to crea-
te comfortable support in any concrete wall or 
masonry. They are ideal for fastening plasterbo-
ards, fixing windows and door frames in place, 
or stabilising materials on masonry abutments 
you wish to plaster. 

With a fixed or mobile lug – how many pieces 
do you want to produce?

ONLY WITH THE PROS

Not sold individually –
only by the bucket-load

The whole
construction
industry here:
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IN THE 
PIPELINE!
In sanitary, heating and ventilation construction, you need a simultaneous 
combination of strength and sensitivity. Strength is needed to move threa-
ded connections but, at the same time, you have to be gentle on the 
material, especially with such components as U-bends. In order to be 
perfectly prepared for any task, we have put all our experience into deve-
loping high-quality wrenches that give you the features you expect from 
a professional tool. From our classic slip-joint pliers and pipe-wrenches 
through to custom-made products, you will find everything here to meet 
the professional‘s needs.

115 X-GRIP ABC plumber‘s wrenches
Provide a firm grip on pipes, flats and screw fittings due to special jaw shape

MATERIAL Classic shape, anthracite, lacquered, polished, dip-coated red plastic coating

115005 ½" 12,7 240 39 480

Inch mm

952 S-shaped plumber‘s wrenches
Suitable for all standard requirements

MATERIAL Red lacquered, polished

952005 ½" 12,7 245 39 454

952010 1" 25,4 320 49 780

952015 1 ½" 38,1 440 68 1570

952020 2" 50,8 560 85 2645

952030 3" 76,2 675 120 4310

Inch mm
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188 Our Classic slip-joint pliers
Designed specifically for the most demanding professional tasks

MATERIAL Red lacquered, polished

188005 150 160 17 4x 106

188010 240 250 30 6x 295

188015 300 315 40 6x 487

HIGH
CLASS

SORT.

SORT.

180 PowerGRIP pliers wrenches
Suitable for workpieces with parallel surfaces (nuts, screws etc.)

180305 192 180 36 11x 275

180310 253 250 46 14x 490

180315 300 300 60 18x 640

MATERIAL Chromium-plated, dip-coated, red

SORT

 

.

THE VBW CLASSIC

110 90° pipe wrenches
Suitable for concealed and hard-to-reach

bolted joints, meets the highest professional standards

MATERIAL Ribbed handle, broad head, red lacquered, polished

110010 1" 12,7 310 49 771

110015 1 ½" 25,4 425 65 1462

110020 2" 38,1 540 84 2520

Inch mm

The whole Plumbing 
industry here:

HIGH
CLASS
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WILL BE MADE
INDIVIDUALLY TO YOUR

SPECIFICATIONS

FOR MAXIMUM
EASE OF USE

YOUR COMPANY. YOUR TOOLS.
Could you design and manufacture your own tools from scratch? Hardly. Why not take 
advantage of our concentrated expertise and have your personal tool (set) custom-made 
according to the state of the art.

Make OUR tool YOUR tool – with your own choice of colour and your company logo at 
the forefront! Many well-known companies get off to a flying start with private brand tools 
from VBW, enabling them to offer their customers first-class products and increase cus-
tomer loyalty through a comprehensive overall range. Feel free to get in touch! Together 
we can find a solution to suit your company

Not planning a large-scale campaign? That‘s no problem – we can produce even small 
quantities at attractive prices – and the quality is always impressive.

How can we help you?

More about  
special solutions:

YOUR PREFERRED COLOURS 
AND LOGO OVERPRINTS
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BUT WAIT, THERE’S MORE!
There are many challenges when it comes to using tools. But the 
requirements are still the same every time: they have to be robust, 
easy to handle and perfectly manufactured for the intended task. 
Our product range is as many-faceted as your needs. So, what are 
you waiting for? Tighten, bend, measure, saw, get started! 

We‘ve got just what you need.
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STAHLWILLE Eduard Wille GmbH & Co. KG
Lindenallee 27
D-42349 Wuppertal

Fon +49 (0) 202 4791-0
Fax +49 (0) 202 4791-393

sales@vbw.de
www.vbw.de
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